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In order to be true to all my friends, I should boldly state the following about Druidism:

The Entire RDNA Dogma is Contained in the Two Basic Tenets of Reformed Druidism (Law 4-6):

1. The object of the search for religious truth, which is a universal and a never-ending search, may be found through the Earth-Mother, which is Nature; but this is one way, yea, one way among many.

2. And great is the importance, which is of a spiritual importance, of Nature, which is the Earth-Mother; for it is one of the objects of Creation, and with it men do live, yea, even as they do struggle through life are they come face to face with it.

No more, no less, but these are often traditionally abbreviated into:

1. Nature is good.

2. Likewise, Nature is good.

Ten Important Notices

1. Nearly all of this material in the magazine volume are likely of the still copyright by the authors. Nothing in here is considered "oath-bound" material. Please acknowledge the authors, use it only for non-malicious purposes, such as study, and not for personal gain (without recompense to the authors). If you produce a book, article, or report that makes significant use of these materials; please send us a complementary copy in care of the Drynemetum Press (see above).

2. Please, do not take this stuff too seriously. Most of us certainly do not!

3. Materials represent only the individual opinions of their authors and no one else.

4. We do not have official group dogma. We merely have our individual opinions, and we bicker frequently.

5. Just because it was printed, doesn't mean the authors haven't changed their minds since they wrote the materials.

6. Most Druids get along just fine without ever reading ANY of these unofficial materials. Many (if not most) Druids thrive better without this literature!!

7. In general... most of us consider Reformed Druidism to be a perspective, not a religion. Do not be fooled by all the external trappings, whistles, and bells.

8. Membership in Druidism is considered very compatible with all religions by many members and the term "Druid" is usually considered to be gender neutral. Or, at least, we tend to think so.

9. Technically speaking, those who do not have the Apostolic Succession descending from Fisher are not permitted to perform most of the traditional liturgies.

10. Within reason, all documents have been presented here in their original historical forms (i.e. after spell-checking and versical numbering).

Alternate Constitutional Version (1963):

North American Reformed Druids believe that one of the many ways in which the object of man's search for religious truth can be found is through Nature, the Earth-Mother.

North American Reformed Druids believe that Nature, being one of the primary concerns in man's life and struggle, and being one of the Objects of Creation, is important to man's spiritual quests.
I edited and published a small newsletter from around 1976 c.e. called The Druid Chronicler, which eventually turned into Pentalpha Journal and Druid Chronicler, disappearing (like so many small publications do) in 1981. While age and illness have wiped large portions of my wetware, I have been able to snag a few memories while reading through these old issues.

Originally my goal was to have a way of announcing the events sponsored by my NRDNA grove in Berkeley and to network with other groves in the Reform. I can’t remember if I had in mind a replacement mechanism for the Council of Dalon ap Landu, which appeared then (as now) to be defunct as an organizational system, but I at least had the idea of keeping the Druids of the Reform in regular contact.

Then I thought of how nice it would be to have a Neopagan newsletter that would print accurate historical, botanical, and other materials instead of the fluffy pseudo-historical, pseudo-scholarly nonsense that most other Neopagan pubs of the time were putting out. I had managed to do this with Gnostica for Llewellyn Publishing for a couple of years and I missed doing it. Moreover, I had always felt that the Ancient Druids had been the scholars of their times, so that a modern Druidic publication ought to at least attempt to have high standards. Then I started sending copies to other Druid groves, both inside the Reform and outside, based on my belief that more contacts with like-minded folks were better than fewer. (Remember, all this was very much pre-Internet.)

When I married my second (official) wife, Selene, we created an organization called Pentalpha: the Association for the Advancement of Aquarian Age Awareness, abbreviated as AAAA. Five A’s interlocked into a star shape are called a “pentalpha,” hence the name and the logo. This was obviously more of a “new age” group than a specifically Druidic one. It also needed a newsletter, but I knew we couldn’t manage to put out two high quality publications, so we combined a new Pentalpha Journal with the older Druid Chronicler. We started covering various New Age and non-Druidic Pagan topics, and put out several rather nice issues.

Then Selene and I separated, Pentalpha folded, and PJ&DC became the plain old Druid Chronicler again. In 1981, I married again, to Sally Eaton, and we decided upon some sweeping changes to how we wanted to experience Druidism. Some of the thinking that was going to go into my eventual creation of Ar nDraiocht Fein: A Druid Fellowship first appeared in the pages of Volume 5, #1 of the Druid Chronicler, which folded shortly thereafter.

I hope that those reading these pages more than twenty-five years later will find them of interest, or at least amusement. Remember what old Bilbo used to say about how dangerous it is to step outside your house—you never know where the road is going to take you.

Bright blessings,
Isaac Bonewits

Foreword

When Brother Mike asked me to write the introduction to the Misal-Any section of ARDA and told me I would be in essence I would be writing proxy for Emmon Bodfish, its original editor, I thought, my god, how to fill those shoes and do them justice. Emmon began the Missal-Any at Oimelc 1982 along with Joan Carruth and I believe Chris Sherbak, when the Druid Chronicler ceased publication. It started out as a venue to publish news of the RDNA groves, dates of the High Days and regular services but became so much more. Within the same initial year, Emmon was already writing lead articles that covered an aspect of the particular High Day that were well-researched. Celtic scholars such as Tom Cross and Professor Jim Duran would submit articles. But what made the Missal-Any stand out from other Druid publications was Emmon’s unique stamp upon it. Let me clarify. The Misal-Any wasn’t self-serving or a product of Emmon’s ego. It was a way to get the information “out there” on the High Days, news of what the groves were up to, Celtic history, language, folklore, mythology, and contemporary druid culture that the readership might not otherwise have access to. The lead articles were thought provoking, not mere regurgitation of material from books, and could be used as a springboard for further research by the more ambitious readers. As far as I know no other druid group’s newsletter publishes news of their groves.

And there was Emmon’s sense of humor. He had a wry wit that appeared in the sorts of cartoons he would add, clips from newspapers and ads which bespoke his observations on the world. They too would make you think, and laugh, and make you look at things in a way you hadn’t considered before.

After nine years A Druid Missal-Any ceased publication with the Oimelc 1991 issue. Due to health reasons Emmon needed to devote his energy to finding a place to live where the air was cleaner, leaving the editorship open. Another nine years later (note the trend of the sacred druidic number!), the publishing mantel was once again assumed, this time by me, his student.

Now I had been the proofreader for several years. When Emmon started to consider moving away he offered me the editorship. I in no way felt I had the wisdom or knowledge to be able to take it on, and so the Missal-Any remained on hiatus. Then in 1999 Emmon died. In his will he left me his entire Celtic studies library as well as his Canon copier. Was this to be taken as “a sign” to start up the Missal-Any again? In consulting the AD at the time of my grove he said it was a question of the ownership. The fictitious business statement had certainly lapsed by this time. It was then not long after this discussion that I found in Emmon’s effects a letter from me turning the editorship down. Bingo. I could run but I couldn’t hide any more. A Druid Missal-Any was reborn.

Samhain 2000 was the first issue of the new edition, mere weeks after my Third Order ordination, following the same format as before, and still produced as a labor of love. The new Missal-Any grew from one and a half pages its first issue to an average of over twenty. It is available by mail as well as by modern technology through email, and thanks to Brother Mike, on its own web site. Emmon’s presence is still felt in the occasional reprinting of his lead and “see-and-do” articles. And he remains an inspiration to me still, to do good research, to come up with interesting topics, and to interject humor where possible. Tapadh leat, mo charaid.

Beannachd agus slan leibh,
Stacey Jo Weinberger, ODAL
Archdruid, Poison Oak Grove,
Publisher, A Druid Missal-Any
This 21st of Gearrann, Y.R. XLII
21st of April, 2005 c.e.
Introduction
By Michael Scharding, DC Grove

Welcome to the third and final volume of the 2nd Edition of A Reformed Druid Anthology. No other modern Druid organization has produced and released a collection as long and complete as the RDNA. I hope that other Druid groups will follow our example and take steps to preserve and compile their past publications and re-release them for later generations to enjoy and study. A group without a past may have trouble finding its future.

This essay will greatly assist you in fully appreciating the contents of this enormous volume, which is largely free of commentary or exegesis. Although most of the interesting articles have been lifted from those 27 years of magazines and included in the Main Volume and Green Books, you might still wish to watch how Druidism changes over time in a slow chronological manner, to put the articles in the context of their times. Reformatted for publication, they are a treasure to cherish and pretty much speak for themselves.

So please brush off the dust of ages past, so that your browsing might reveal insight into your future. Please read it carefully and enjoy.

Division of the Magazine Volume

The Magazine Volume is actually a multi-media volume of four "Parts", as you can tell from a brief skim of the Table of Contents. Go ahead take a look! Part 11 consists of newsletters that form the bulk of the volume. Part 12 has the short conclusion to the ARDA 2 project. Part 13 is the Druidic movie on a DVD. Part 14 is the Druid Disk copy of nearly all the RDNA records on CD ROM disk.

Part 11 is also sub-divided into four "sections", based primarily on the different publishing runs of the materials. Section One consists of 19 issues of Isaac Bonewits' Druid Chronicler and Pentalpha Journals in the late 1970s. Section Two has the 69 issues of Emmon Bodfish's A Druid Missal-Any throughout the 1980s. Section Three has 34 issues of the current A Druid Missal-Any by Stacey Weinberger in the 2000s, with further updates released annually on the internet. Section Four has the 8 issues of OMS' "The Druid's Egg", being published here as a courtesy; MOC's "Free Voice" was also intended, but was unavailable in time for the publishing deadline.

History of NRDNA Publishing

From 1963-1975, RDNA members sent mostly handwritten missives and a few mimeograph published booklets. From 1976-1991 regular typed and photocopied (and later word-processes and printed) newsletters and magazines were sent by the RDNA on a national scale. From 1991-2000, intermittent newsletters and books were released during the first archival movement, in addition to slow proliferation of various online conferences since 1988. From 2000-2004, the internet age drastically reduced the cost of newspaper and conferences, leading to a resurgence of RDNA communication.

The newsletter tradition is perhaps the greatest legacy of the RDNA to Reformed Druidism. Carleton Druids had a solid inward-looking sense of identity and were tightly networked by their alumni ties and internal correspondence tradition, but the other Reformed Druids were widely scattered and worked in a nodal format and needed something fixed and stable on which to build a community, a way to share information and reach out as a recruiting tool. Part 11, in a sense, details the shifting politics of "Californian" Druidism. I should add as a side note, it has become very difficult to distinguish the RDNA & NRDNA.

Bonewits' newsletter publishing was preceded by his initial book "Real Magic" in 1971, his two year stint editing Gnostica magazine from 1973-1975, and publishing Druid Chronicles (Evolved) in 1976. This, plus his wide-ranging Neo-Pagan contacts, gave Isaac the skills to publish the Druid Chronicler magazine in 1977. After a few years in the SDNA, he launched the Pentalpha organization to build a functional framework for more organized Druid organization along with releasing the Pentalpha Journal. In 1980, Division, divorce and unemployment forced him to suspend the elaborate PJ, and the Druid Chronicler struggled afterwards another year. After Isaac left the Berkeley Grove to found ADF Druidism, the nearby Live Oak Grove under Emmon Bodfish published their local "A Druid Missal-Any", which networked the few remaining scattered groves until it also faded away. Not long after Emmon's death in 1999, Stacey resumed the Missal-Any and it became the unofficial on-line voice of Reformed Druidism in the 2000s, and seems likely to continue for a while.

As a side note, it can be estimated that Druid Chroniclers reached perhaps a few dozen people, Pentalpha Journals perhaps a hundred subscribers at the maximum, old Druid Missal-Any in the 1970s, and the New Druid Missal-Any reaches about 150-200 folks within 6 months of posting on line, plus e-mailed and print versions. So most Reformed Druids haven't read and still don't read the newsletter, just doing their thing.

Joys of Newsletters

I suspect that the Magazine Volume will be the least popular section of ARDA2 because few people appreciate old newspapers. I am under no pretensions that our publications were the best-written, most inspired or widest distributed after 1983 among Modern Druids, when the stellar ADF and Keltian publications came out. Yet these newsletters and magazines are permeated with the characteristics of Reformed Druidism. They were cheap (or free), homely, witty, eclectic, straight-talking and non-dogmatic. They are like a treasured family album, complete with strange relatives and embarrassing baby-photos of us.

It is often said, "newspapers are the first draft of history." Indeed, a few frenetic dedicated editors tried to scoop out a bucket or two from the torrential river of events and thoughts that rushed by them. They took great pains, financial hardships and spent their precious leisure time trying to tell us something about ourselves. Yet the reward for their labors often is that these newsletters soon become lost and forgotten after a few weeks. Newspapers are sometimes classified in the publishing world as "instant best-sellers and instant garbage." Indeed, many Druids are conflicted over the place of written records, since the Ancient Druidism eschewed the pen in such matters.

To illuminate, throughout the process of ARDA1 and ARDA 2, I had been torn by two different inclinations; to publish or not to publish. On the one hand, it seems prudent to leave the past buried, so that the possibly stultifying accretion of tradition and dogma would have little chance of holding Druids back from exploring new frontiers. On the other hand, as a historian, I understand that interpolation from past events may shed light on the future course of Druids, perhaps avoiding a devastating crisis or two in the future. In the end, I decided to re-release the material and trust the Druids to make the wisest choices in their usage as possible tools.

In my experience, Reformed Druids have four primary sources of wisdom and knowledge (in rough order) to nurture their Awareness; Nature, personal reflection, consultation with friends, and musing over written records. In the last case,
newsletters and books are the most physical "fossils" or detritus left behind by a group. They are only a pale hazy reflection of the vitality of the the original living groves (with their inexpressible foibles, the deep conversations, interaction, the sights, smells, the personalities, etc.). Add to this, that most Reformed Druids have been solitary, and an endless stream stories have remained untold. Thus sadly, for those of us who weren't there, it's all we have to draw upon to recreate and imagine those times, and it is indeed a very meager and unsatisfactory substitute.

Yes, amidst the grove events and calendars are some very interesting articles. True, most of the sizeable or time-enduring articles have already been extracted from the newsletters and put into appropriate categories in the Main Volume (liturgy, apocrypha, organizational) or Green Book (poems, songs, seasonal essay, histories). The materials are presented here as they-were, scattered willy-nilly, with almost no commentary, so it would be very difficult to use this book to answer a question on a specific topic, due to its unfocused nature.

The strongest reason to read this book is that it gives you glimpses of how groves have changed over time. Taken as a whole, the Magazine Volume offers you an overview of what topics and events mattered to them, at what time, and for how long. You might glean several clever ideas for your own grove's events, and learn from the mistakes of past groves. You will also see how those articles first-appeared, nestled in hard-to-find corners of magazines, popping up at odd times, much like Life's events, and learn from the mistakes of past groves. You might also see how those articles first-appeared, nestled in hard-to-find corners of magazines, popping up at odd times, much like Life's wisdom and Awareness.

I would recommend to any Grove leader to start a newsletter or to motivate their members to contribute to an existing one. As I mentioned before, newsletters build a sense of community, plus give an outlet for shy members to present their thoughts and works in a slow and lengthy manner, conducive to deeper reflection, in contrast to the discursive witty banter and small talk that occurs at meetings. Perhaps this volume will also give you ideas on the contents of your future productions? There are so many possibilities and tools lurking in this simple publication for those who have eyes to see.

**Assembly of the Magazine Volume**

Unlike the Green Books and Main Volume, the Magazine Volume posed special challenges and problems that greatly delayed the compilation and publishing.

When I first published ARDA 1 in 1996, there were only a measly handful of collected Pentalpha Journals, Druid Chroniclers and four Druid Missal-Anies in the Druid Archives at Carleton College, hardly 80 pages worth at most. Thus, out of neglect or disinterest, I didn't even bother to include them. However, over the years, the amassed page-load has grown 12-fold due to an increasing realization of the magnitude and importance of unknown publishing efforts over the years and improved access to previously hidden collections. Along with "Druid Chronicles (Evolved)", the newsletters are invaluable for understanding the rich diversity of the non-Carleton faction of Reformed Druidism, above and beyond Isaac Bonewits' more famous exploits.

I can take little credit for the contents of the Magazine Volume, as my chief contribution was endless monotonous hours of merely re-typing the fine-crafted, creative work of my predecessors, carefully formatting them in easy-to-read ways, and scanning and tweaking their pictures, trying to faithfully reproduce the contents and style of the originals, knowing that it was both impossible but imperative to try my best. It has left me with a profound sense of respect and empathy for their labors during a less-sophisticated technical age.

But they also had several freedoms, as in Emmon's case, where he would paste in articles at odd angles, tack on clipped cartoons, photocopy in actual plants, scribble in the margins and other hands-on embellishments; much like an artist choosing different paints for his canvas. In contrast, our rendition of his work in neat orderly columns, stable spacing, rigidly squared – it is so much more lifeless and bland, bereft of his artistry. Similarly, in the case of the new Missal-Anies, the original online versions were a riotous splash of color, with text snaking its way around the embedded pictures of small and enormous size. Due to memory overload, many unnecessary graphics have been removed from the new Missal-Anies. Each Grove had a "logo" for its news reports, and there were distinctive icons for the section divisions. I recommend that the artistic readers someday go see the originals and see them as the works of art they are, beyond the textual documents that are emphasized here. It should be noted that PJ & DC Vol. 2.5, 2.6., 3.1, Missal-any Vol. 20 and OMS Vol. 1-3 in here were not available for compiling the earlier Main Volume and Green Books collections. Take a look.

**Final Thoughts**

I would like to thank all the people who assisted me over the years by giving me copies of back issues, explaining the importance of various articles, and assisting me in the production and review of this volume. I am eternally grateful to them, as should we all.

As I now turn again my focus away from European matters and leave for life in Korea and Asian Affairs, I bequeath to you a very solid 40-year foundation of hard-to-find works that Reformed Druids can draw upon, if they wish. It is uncertain at this point whether it will be I or another who produces further collections. Whomever it will be, I hope they will draw deeply upon the Earth-Mother and her fellow Druids for inspiration.

I wish you well in your daily endeavors and hope that the blessings and lessons of Nature will be ever apparent unto you.

Yours with love, in the Earth-Mother,
Mike the FoOl
Raining Patriarch of Taranis
Day 14 of Earrach, Y.R. XLII
Feb 14, 2005 c.e.
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From the Archdruidess
From the Editor
Druid News: What’s Happening in the NRDBNA
News of the Orders
Druid Chronicler: Subscriptions
What Do We Print?
Letter to the Editor
Announcement: Gaelic Classes
More Subscription Notices
SECTION TWO:
THE MIDDLE YEARS
1982-1994

Volume Six 1982 - 179

A Druid Missal-Any Vol.6 No.1, Oimelc. 1982 - 180
   End of Druid Chronicler Newsletter
   Grove News
   Overseas News
   For Sale: DC(E)
   Classes
   Submissions
   Cartoon: Life is a Royal Bitch

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 6 No.2, Spring 1982 -181
   News of the Groves
   Liturgy Additions
   Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol.6 No.3, Beltane 1982 -182
   Beltaine
   Coalition Council of Dalon Ap Landu
   News of the Higher Orders
   Events
   Things for Sale
   Cartoon: Accountant
   Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 6 No.4, Summer 1982 -184
   Uath: Late May to June
   News of the Groves
   Out of Town/State Readers
   Fight Back
   The Marketplace
   Woman of the Elfmounds
   Bronze Sickles
   Caswell Harps
   Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 6 No. 5, Lugnasadh 1982 -186
   Lugnasadh Essay: Funeral Games
   Creating a Wizard Lite
   News of the Groves
   Cartoon: Laws of Physics
   Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 6 No. 6, Fall 1982 -188
   Fall Equinox Essay: Cernunnos
   News of the Groves
   Calluinn a bhuilg/ Hogmanay of the Sack
   Now Do We With Songs and Rejoicing
   The Lady’s Bransle
   The Woad Song
   Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol.6 No.7, Samhain 1982 -192
   Samhain Essay: The Tuatha
   Live Oak Elections
   Calendar
   Protogrove Service Notes
   Michaelmass
   Na Geallaidh / Promises Poem

A Druid Missal-Any Vol.6 No.8, Yule 1982 -194
   Yule Essay: What is Yule?
   Sad News: Gwydion Penderwen
   News of the Groves
   Calendar
   Mistletoe
   Cartoon: Religion in Class

Volume Seven 1983 -197

A Druid Missal-Any Vol 7. No.1, Oimelc 1983 -198
   Oimelc Essay: Oimelc and Brigit
   Calendar
   Celtic Deities
   Marketplace

A Druid Missal-Any Vol.7 No.2, Spring 1983 -201
   Spring Equinox Essay: Festivals and Eggs
   Calendars
   News of the Groves
   Celtic Old Religions of Wales
   Welsh Traditional Lore
   Marketplace

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 7 No. 3, Beltane 1983 -205
   Beltane Essay: Shafts and Gatherings
   Beltane, a Goodly Fire
   Notes on the Origin of Dalon Ap Landu
   Padstow May Song
   Calendar
   Beltaine Chant

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 7 No. 4, Summer 1983 -209
   Summer Solstice Essay: Danu and Diana
   News of the Groves
   Cartoon: Leprechauns
   Paladin has Finished Casting the Bronze Sickles
   Calendar
   Tuatha De Danann: A Genealogy of Celtic Deities

A Druid Missal-Any Vol.7 No.5, Lugnasadh 1983 -212
   Lugnasadh Essay: Funeral Games, pt 2
   News of the Groves
   Come to a Handfasting
   Happy Lugnasadh: The Paper Work Harvest
   Cartoon: Leprechauns
   Bronze Sickles
   Calendar
   Celtic Cosmos Chart

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 7 No. 6, Fall 1983 -215
   Fall Equinox Essay: Archeo-Astronomy
   Cartoon: Chicken Pillaging
   News of the Groves
   Wedding Pictures
   Calendar

XII
Volume Thirteen 1989 -383

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.1, Oimelc 1989 -384
Oimel Essay: Brigid’s Monastery
News of the Groves
Calendar
The Four Salutations of the Day

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.2, Spring 1989 -388
Spring Equinox Essay: The Birch
Eolas an Deididh: Tooth Ache Charm
News of the Groves
Celtic Studies Advertisement
Scrounge!
Trees Scream When They Get the Ax
Calendar
Review: The Celtic Tree Oracle

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.3, Beltane 1989 -391
Beltane Essay: Old Crones
Cailleach Bird
The Druids Did Not Build Stone Henge
A New Theory About Stonehenge
What is Alive? What Counts?
News of the Groves
A Druid Riddle
Pagan Parents and Kids– Can You Help?
The Heathen on the Heath: Babble on about Patronage
Beltaine Fire Invocation
Rome Discovers It May Be Older Than it Thought
To the Missal-Any: About Identity –Les
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.4, Summer 1989 -397
Summer Solstice Essay: Danu and Summer Fun
Cartoon
What is a Henge?
The Pagan Anti-Abuse Resolution
The Heathen on the Heath: War on the Plants
Calendar
In Answer to Inquiries: Abortion
Cartoon: Autograph

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.5, Lughnasadh 1989 –400
Lughnasadh Essay: Lugh the Protestor
News of the Groves (Temple of Anaistis?)
Letter to the Editor: Song Clipping
Official Druid Scratch Paper
Druidically Correct Stationery
Biodegradable Trash Bags
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.6, Fall 1989 –405
Fall Equinox Essay: Cernunnos and Dances
Hazel
Food for Free: Hazel
Legal Matters
Calendar
Advertisements
Cernunnos Graphic

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.7, Samhain 1989 -409
Samhain Essay: Paying Respects
Mad Sweeney Tradition
News of the Groves
Suibhne the Wildman of the Forest
Obituary
Further Suggestions for a Druid Funeral
Emmon the Filidh
Illinois Institute of Technology: Stone Henge
Letter from the Editor: Problems with Missal-Any
Poem
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 13 No.8, Yule 1989 -413
Winter Solstice Essay: Mistletoe and Sickles
Food: Hazelnut Pate
Leadership Tactics of Attila the Hun: Book
Druid Guilt Department
Mistletoe
Offensive Opinions Department: Santa
Bay Area Report: Antler Dance
Calendar
To Display Our Own Magic, Poem
Dearest Vivian, Poem
Sheila na Gig Advertisement

Volume Fourteen 1990 -419

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 14 No.1, Oimelc 1990 -420
Oimelc Essay: Triumph of Light
News of the Groves
White Oak Bark Medicine
The Celtic Tradition: Book
Announcement
The Boot Legged Concert
Calendar
Strip Mining the Forest
Forest and Wildlife Protection Imitative

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 14 No.2, Beltane 1990 -424
Beltane Essay: Presiding over the Festival
News of the Groves
Making Your Religion Work for You
Answers: Meditation Questions
Calendar
Mensa Pagan SIG
Planet Druid Ad
OBOD Ad
Guru Ad

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 14 No.3, Lughnasadh 1990 -427
Lughnasadh Essay: Cycle of Lugh
To All the Members of the Council of Dalon ap Landu
From the Editor: Sexism
Calendar
What is Green Spirit?
Linguistic Lazarus: Cornish Language is Back from the Dead
Cartoon: Leaves Without Trees
Is Goddess Worship, Finally Going to Put Men in Their Place?
Life and Death of a Druid Prince: Book

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 14 No.4, Samhain 1990 -433
Samhain Essay: Vigiling
The Staff
Vigil Song

XVI
Volume Fifteen 1991  -439

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 15 No.1, Oimele 1991 -440
Oimele Essay: End of Publication
Norwegian Mistletoe
California’s Oak Trees in Danger
News of the Groves
The New Moon, Poem
A Ghealach Ur, Poem
Drums
The Mind of a Fidith
Celtic Goods Advertisements
Calendar

Other Newsletters 1994  -445

News from the Hill of 3 Oaks Jan 1994 Vol.1 No1 –446
Winter Events
Open Reserve Possibilities
International Druid Archives
Tentative Druid Schedule
Weather Poem

Druid Calendar for April
Other Druid Stuff
Addresses
Ordinations
Visit by Selena Fox
F.O.E.M.A.C.C.
Suggestions for Solitary Druids

Isaac Events

The Standing Stone Vol.1 No.1, Spring 1994 -449
Greetings
Who We Are
Contents
Upcoming Events
Why Do It If You Don’t Know What It Means?
Further Notes
Geomancy, Realigning American Heritage
Book Review: The Book of Ogham
Letters: Green Egg

Volume Sixteen 2000  -453

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 16 No. 1, Samhain 2000 –454
Samhain Essay: Summer’s End
News of the Groves
Resources (RDNA and Gaelic)
October Musings
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 16 No. 2, Yule 2000 –456
Yule Essay: Yule and Mistletoe
Poems of the Season
News of the Groves
Planting Your Own Grove
Statement of Policy: Submissions
Resources (Astronomical)
Calendar

Volume Seventeen 2001 -463

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 1, Oimele 2001 -464
Oimele Essay: The Goddess and the Saint
The History of the Druid Sigil
What do you see in the Sigil?
My Vision of the Sigil
News of the Groves
Goat’s Milk Ice Cream
PantheaCon 2001
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 2, Spring 2001 -463
Spring Equinox Essay: What is the Equinox?
Mad Sweeney’s News
Equinox at the Sunwheel
Potential Cure for Oak Killer
Leave No Trace
News of the Groves
Resources: Gaelic
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 3, Beltane 2001 -467
Beltaine Essay: Sacred Maypole Tree
Taking a Sit on Recycling
News of the Groves
Tree Meditation
Resources: Field Guides
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 4, Summer 2001 -471
Summer Solstice Essay: Belenos
News of the Groves
(Quick Order Liturgy)
What is Arbor Day?
National Tree
Celebrate the Celtic Wheel of Life

SECTION THREE:
THE LATER YEARS
2000-2004
Resources: Living off the Land
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 5, Lughnasadh 2001 -474
Lughnasadh Essay: The Harvest
Beannachadh Buana, Reaping Blessing
News of the Groves
Chronicle and the Ballad of the Death of Dalon ap Landu
The Paranthetical Epistle of Mike
Greymalkin Newsletter Submissions
Summer Herb Walks
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 6, Fall 2001 -481
Fall Equinox Essay: Cernunnos (1984)
News of the Groves
Druid News Outside the Reform
The Celtic Learning Project
Fall Equinox Ritual 2001
Sirona’s Shower Shugyo Sacrament
Notable Activities and Events
“Nuts to Carleton” Project
Celebrate the Celtic Wheel of Life
Green Egg on Hiatus
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 7, Samhain 2001 -490
Samhain Essay: A Thin Time
Liturgical Rigamarole Debate
On Divination: A Short Talk and Dialogue
Prayer and the Work Place
A Few Thoughts on Prayer, Death and Sacrifice
Suggested Activities for Samhain
Neolithic Farmhouse Discovered in Scotland
Bronze Age Trove Found at Sewage Site
Book Review: "Pagans and Christians"
Resources: Carleton College Calendar
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 17. No. 8, Yule 2001 -503
Winter Solstice Essay: Tree Lore
News of the Groves
Hot Tub Healing
Yule Time Caroling
Various Winter Customs
Christmas Plants and Picking the Yule Log
The Wood Song
Gifts for Yule
Software Games: "Mystery of the Druids"
Oak Death Fighters Get $1 Million Grant
Massive Earthen Hillfort Unearthed
Interesting Reindeer Fact
Calendar

Volume Eighteen 2002 -515

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 18. No. 1, Oimelc 2002 -516
Oimelc Essay: Brigit and the Flocks
News of the Groves
Lower Order of Pele
Thoughts About Anarchy
The Fire Ceremony
The Great Cailleach Search
Oimelc Activities
Life is a Birch

Fertility Cycle of the Druid Year
Sudden Oak Death found in Redwoods
A Miner's Lettuce Leaf Grows in San Francisco
Some Optional Things for Oimelc
PantheaCon 2002
Mistletoe Confirmed as a Remedy
Resources: Women in Celtic Myth
Resources: Celtic Women
Resources: Land of Women
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 18. No. 2, Spring 2002 -530
News of the Groves
Why are We Called Reformed?
Things to Do for Equinox
The Hazel Tree
The Salmon of Knowledge
All's Well That's Dug Well
Winter Tree Care and Planting Tips
Upcoming Events: Scottish Gaelic Workshops in Seattle
Witness the Equinox Sunrise and Sunset at the U. Mass Sunwheel!
Resources: Celtic Curse Generator
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 18. No. 3, Beltane 2002 -548
Beltane Essay: Fire and Water
News of the Groves
Why We Are Reformed -Revisited
Year XL of the Reform
Ten Things to Do for Beltane
Ivy and the Vine
The Japan-British Isles Comparison
The Breakfast of Champions
The Druidic Candidate
Bard of the Year Contest Winner Announced!
A Reformed Druid Anthology Update
Mysterious Gold Cone Hats of the Wizards
Resources: Basket Making in Ireland
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 18. No. 4, Summer 2002 -563
Solstice Essay: Anu and Danu
News of the Groves
Summer Solstice Activities
The Creation of a Druid's Nemeton
The Ash Tree
Additional Notes on Ash
Druidess: An Overview
The Most Famous Reformed Druids
The Aristocratic Warrior as Old as Stonehenge
Miscellany: Witness the Summer Solstice at UMASS
Miscellany: Calle Berre’s Kids
Resources: Book Signing and Review
Miscellany: Petrick Collection of Ancient Music
Calendar

A Druid Missal-Any Vol. 18. No. 5, Lughnasadh 2002 -581
Lughnasadh Essay: Cycle of Lugh (1990)
News of the Groves
Some Possible Lughnasadh Activities
The Willow Tree
Heroes of the Willow
Sigil Construction 101
Irish Spring and Irish Cleanliness
Press Release: Pagan Library
Calendar
Events: Festival of Bridgit
Events: Canadian National Pagan Conference

SECTION FOUR:
The Druid's Egg
MOCC Free Voice

Volume One 2002-2003 -839

The Druid's Egg Vol 1. No. 1, Imbolc 2003 -840
The State of the Order: Where We Are at Today
Pagan Movie Night
Imladris Plans
Growth Predictions

The Druid's Egg Vol 1. No. 2, Beltane 2003 -841
Druidcraft 101
Druidcraft 202
Roguy Valley (OR) Druid Summit Planned
Astrology Classes Continue
Every Pagan Needs Legal Protection
Best Wishes and Happy 41st to Our Comrades
Financial Report for 2002
Growth of the Order – 1st Quarter 2003
It's Okay for Pagans to Make Money
Imladris
Conclusion

The Druid's Egg Vol 1. No. 3, Lughnasadh 2003 -842
Trogue Valley Druid Summit
Fact-Finding in Arcata, CA
Druidcraft 101
Druidcraft 202
News of the Groves
Astrology for Pagans
Pre-paid Lodging at Imladris
Conclusion
Act Now to Purchase Pre-paid Lodging at Imladris

Volume Two 2003-2004 -845

The Druid's Egg Vol 2. No. 1, Samhain 2003 -846
Happy New Year – Y.R. 42 Begins Today
New Membership Benefits During Y.R. 42
New Arch-Druid at the Mother Grove
November 8th – Harmonic Concordance
New Water Sharing Guidelines
AD's Addedum to Water Sharing Statement
OMS Schisms From RDNA – Official Statement
The State of the Order: New Year's Day Y.R. 42
Druidcraft 101
Druidcraft 202
Astrology for Pagans
Conclusion
Publishing Information

Mother Grove Moving March 1st
Start a Proto-Grove, Get Free Dues for Life!
Re: New Membership Benefits During Y.R. 42

The Druid's Egg Vol 2. No. 3, Beltane 2004 -854
Mother Grove Has Moved
Start a Proto-Grove, Get Free Dues for Life!
Druidcraft 101: The Self-Study on CD-ROM
Avalon Risen – A New Online Store Run by the Order
Stats
Druidcraft 101
2nd Online Ordinations Coming Up Soon
Astrology for Pagans
Treasurer's Report
Beltane, Poem
Almanac
Conclusion
Publishing Information

The Druid's Egg Vol 2. No. 4, Lughnasadh 2004 -858
Help Save Our Sacred Redwood
Druidcraft 101: The Self-Study on CD-ROM V8.4
Avalon Risen – Recommended Book List Partially Online
The Case for Pagan Pacifism
Lughnasadh Session of Druid Craft 101 Features New Lesson
Stats
4 New Members From Oestre Druidcraft 101 Session
3rd Online Ordinations Coming Up by Samhain
Lughnasadh
Song of Lughnasadh
Astrology for Pagans
Lammas
Almanac
Conclusion
Publishing Information

Volume Three 2004-2005 -863

The Druid's Egg Vol 3. No. 1, Samhain 2004 -864
Blessed Samhain to All
Samhain Around the World
Gwyn Ap Nudd
Reformed Druidism 101: The Self-Study on CD-ROM V9.0
Avalon Risen Recommended Book List Partially Online
Cailleach – The Veiled One
Olde Welsh Prose
Meet Our New Treasurer
Lughnasadh Session of Reformed Druidism 101 Continues
The State of the Order
4th Online Ordinations Coming Up Around Yule
Astrology for Pagans
Almanac
Samhain, Poem
Wild Hunt Talisman
Irish Galway Wassail
Good Solstice, Poem
Conclusion
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HIC LIBER IN MEMORIAM
EMMONIS DEDICATUS.

This edition’s volume is dedicated to Emmon Bodfish, who died in 1999, prompting the revived enthusiasm in newsletter publication. May he rest with peace and frolic in the Land of the Young forevermore.

Editor’s Blessing upon the Reader

May the blessings of the Earth-Mother be apparent unto you in every day of your life. May you live as long as you wish, make and keep good friends, profit in your just undertakings, gain respect from your peers for your good deeds, and avoid ill-health.

As For Written Tradition…

“They are said to commit to memory a great number of verses. And they remain some 20 years in training. Nor do they judge it to be allowed to entrust these things to writing although in nearly the rest of their affairs, and public and private transactions, Greek letters are used. It seems to me there are two reasons this has been established: neither do they wish the common people to pride themselves in the training nor those who learn to rely less on memory, since it happens to a large extant that individuals give up diligence in memory and thorough learning through the help of writing.”

Julius Caesar 44 b.c.e.

Midwinter

When the wind blows cold
on the Hill of Three Oaks
the hearth fire is warm.

Richard Smiley, 1964

The Inheritance

What shall I leave as
A keepsake after I die?
In spring, flowers;
Summer, cuckoos;
Fall, red maple leaves;
Winter, snow.

Ryokan’s deathbed poem, 1831